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IMAGINE CANADA 
STANDARDS ACCREDITATION

We are proud to announce that in 2019 ANIDA received accreditation 

from Imagine Canada’s Standards Program. This accreditation 

is offered to charities and non-profits across the country, and 

demonstrates excellence and leadership in these five areas of 

operation:

1. Board governance

2. Financial accountability and transparency

3. Fundraising

4. Staff management

5. Volunteer involvement

We strongly believe that this achievement will strengthen our efforts 

in partnership and impact as we continue to grow and expand as an 

organization. 
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happened while I was in Jamaica.  During our 

Children's Day gathering, I was listening to the 

extraordinary achievements of young students 

that received the opportunity to explore their 

God-given potential because of generous 

individuals who partner with ANIDA through 

our Silent Cry program.

This year has been full of many great moments 

— each one, supporting the unchanged 

vision of the organization and expanding our 

mission.  We have partnered with many great 

organizations to improve the quality of our 

programs and increase the opportunities we 

can share with our communities. For the first 

time, we will broaden our Silent Cry program 

by giving opportunities for post-secondary 

education through our ANIDA Scholarship and 

create an entrepreneurial experience through 

our Beads2Empower program.

 

This year we look forward to establishing new 

friendships, learning about new communities 

and demonstrating the love of God through 

our work.  Thank you for partnering with us as 

we strive to make a world of difference.

                                      Samuel Donkor Jr.

                  Executive Director

We aim to create opportunities 
for people who then multiply 

opportunities for others.

MESSAGE FROM THE 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Dear friends and colleagues, 

There is a moment when everything seems to 

slow down, and you can hear the sound of your 

breath. 

 

Everything is clear.

 

It is these precious moments that remind 

me that God has put me in this world to 

make a difference. We gathered in a small 

community centre with an open field, praying 

that the rain would cease.  As I looked over the 

horizon, children were running in the torrential 

downpour with smiles as big as the sunrise, 

happy to forget about a world of challenges, 

living as a child should. That moment
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

ANIDA is overseen by a volunteer Board of 
Directors who, together share their experi-
ence and wisdom to give strong leadership 

2 3

4 5

1. Dr. Albert Gyimah
Chairman
Interim Corporate Chief of Psychiatry 
and Medical Director Mental Health and 
Addictions Programme, William Osler 
Health System

Areas of Expertise: Educational 
Programming, Public Education, School 
Engagement

Dr. Nosente Bollo-Kamara
Secretary
Principal Dentist/Owner Shoreham Dental

Areas of Expertise: Business, Employee 
Engagement

Ebenezer Asare
Treasurer
CEO & President Afrocan Direct Import 
Inc. (AFROCAN Foods)

Areas of Expertise: Brand & Marketing, 
Business, Finance

Rev. Dr. Rose Donkor
Director
Associate Senior Pastor & Co-founder All 
Nations Full Gospel Church

Areas of Expertise: Educational 
Programming, International 
Development, Community & 
Stakeholder Relations

Sunny Adodo
Director
Realtor Homelife Woodbine Reality Inc.

Areas of Expertise: Real Estate 

1
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3.

5.
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ANIDA is overseen by a volunteer Board of 
Directors who, together share their experi-
ence and wisdom to give strong leadership 
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ANIDA is overseen by a volunteer Board of 
Directors who, together share their experi-
ence and wisdom to give strong leadership 

An International organization rooted in 

Christian values that creates opportunities 

through community-based projects for 

individuals facing a difficult reality.

OUR MISSION

Creating opportunity through access 

to education.

OUR VISION

OUR VALUES
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Founded in 1997, All Nations International Development Agency (ANIDA) is an international 

organization rooted in Christian values that creates opportunities through community-based 

projects for individuals facing a difficult reality. 

In line with our mission, we work with children, women and partners to help end poverty and sow 

the seeds of change within communities. In 2019, ANIDA was active in three countries: Canada, 

Ghana and Jamaica and will continue to advocate for access to education in many more countries 

going forward. 

ABOUT US
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“We pray that the 
program will help our 
children to accomplish 
their heart desire”

- SILENT CRY PARENT

Our work focuses on four program areas:

Education

We see education not only as a 

human right but as the key to 

unlocking life’s great opportunities. 

To facilitate learning is to create a 

catalyst for change.

Opportunity

We support individuals to access 

and seize opportunities that 

increase independence and 

community. We also believe that 

"giving back" to create more 

opportunities is an essential aspect 

of providing relief from poverty.

Food

Our nutrition interventions support 

the right to good health as the 

foundation of life and growth. This is 

a valuable component of elevating 

the standard of living of those in 

need.

Humanitarian Aid 

We work with partners to deliver 

humanitarian aid disaster relief and 

long-term development to support 

the alleviation of human suffering.
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“It is a very nice program and all of us 

will try hard to work to make it more 

effective to help others. We should 

all try our best to make a global 

change so that people's dreams can 

come true.”

- SILENT CRY 2019 GRADUATE
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SILENT CRY
Silent Cry is ANIDA’s child sponsorship 

program. ANIDA believes that all children 

have the right to education, regardless of 

their socioeconomic background, gender, 

or country of origin. The Silent Cry Program 

creates an opportunity for sponsors to invest in 

the lives of children. Child sponsorship allows 

children to focus on being children, to dream 

and to learn the importance of giving back to 

society, and to begin to hope for a better future.

This year we saw a tremendous amount 

of strategic renewal and capacity building 

across our Silent Cry Program in both Ghana 

and Jamaica. We did a review of where 

we are working, how we are working, and 

with who, to ensure that going forward we 

continue to use our resources efficiently, 

create an enabling monitoring and evaluation 

environment, and maximize our impact.

In Ghana, we collected guardian feedback 

forms from parents on ANIDA Children’s Day, 

and the responses were overwhelmingly 

positive. 100% of parents (92% strongly) 

agreed that ANIDA staff help them to access 

resources to support their child’s education. 

A majority of respondents (84%) said that 

lack of education made it difficult for them to 

support their children’s schooling. 

Moreover, we celebrated students who 

graduated from Junior High School (JHS) and 

are now attending Secondary High School 

(SHS), and 14 students who graduated from 

SHS. Five of these SHS graduates applied to 

our ANIDA Scholarship Program to pursue 

post-secondary education in January 2020. 

One of these SHS graduates is already 

attending university at the University of Cape 

Coast. 

With our SHS graduates, we completed exit 

surveys, which 100% of the respondents said 

they hope to continue their schooling beyond 

secondary school. 

A REAL CONFIDENCE BOOST
At 8 years old, Abigail is the youngest daughter 

of six children in a single parent household. 

When ANIDA first visited her primary school, 

Abigail was on the verge of being expelled 

due to unpaid school fees. She didn't have any 

school books which affected her ability to keep 

up in class, and her uniform was badly worn out.

With ANIDA's support, Abigail has been able 

to stay in school and have all of her basic 

schooling needs paid for. During our last visit, 

she was noticeably showing more confidence 

and boldness in the classroom. She now says, "I 

would like to be a teacher one day."

522
STUDENTS
INSPIRED

100
SCHOOL

PARTNERS
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In Jamaica, parent workshops focus on enabling parents to build 

their confidence, positively review their roles as parents, and 

understand the importance of engaging with their child(ren)’s 

academic and emotional well-being. An average of 35 parents 

attended each workshop.

We believe in building the community by partnering with 

non-profit organizations, for profit organizations and the 

public sector. Guest speakers were invited to attend the parent 

workshops to discuss areas of parenting and family planning. 

Representatives were from the National Family Planning Board 

(NFPB) and also independent consultants from the Ministry of 

Health.

The parents were very engaged and asked pertinent questions 

around teenage pregnancy, adolescence, and how to develop 

healthy relationships with their children and partners. 

Thanks for helping me to 

complete my education. 

May God bless you for your 

support. 

- SILENT CRY 2019 GRADUATE

over

210

820
NUTRITION 
PACKAGES
PROVIDED

FAMILIES
SUPPORTED
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HOW THE PROGRAM HAS CHANGED MY LIFE
"Being on the program has helped my family. Since my son, Daniel, was sponsored, I make sure that 

he attends school on a regular basis and because of this, he started at one of the top high schools in 

September 2019 and I feel so proud of this.

Being un-employed, I tend to worry about school fees, travel and lunch money but with the assistance 

we have been receiving from his sponsor, this relieves some of the stress. I love the ANIDA program, 

and for me, I have enjoyed volunteering every year for the Children's Day. Most recently I now have the 

opportunity to assist the Coordinator and help other parents in my parish. I now have a sense of pride 

and enjoy the task I have been given, plus with the stipend I do not have to worry about sending Daniel 

to school every day! The only time he is absent is when he is sick.

I would really like to see the ANIDA Program grow and get more sponsors for the children who really 

need it. Every time my son sees the Coordinator and she asks him how he is doing at school and his 

response is “mi nah let yuh down miss” (I won't let you down miss) and I always tell him that he is lucky 

to have the support."

"Daniel is the last child out of six children and I am a very grateful mother." - MOTHER OF SILENT CRY CHILD, JA
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NEW PROJECTS

SCHOLARSHIP
PROGRAM

ANIDA launched our first ever Scholarship Program for 

Silent Cry graduates. ANIDA knows that many of our 

graduates dream of pursuing higher education but do not 

have the means to do so. Our Scholarship Program will give 

our brightest and most ambitious graduates the chance 

to realise their dreams. Every ANIDA Scholar will volunteer 

'Community Giveback' hours. Students are eager for the 

opportunity and have begun applying for the 2020 winter 

semester.

GENIUS
CHAMPIONS

In 2019, we launched the pilot of the Genius Champions 

Program in Jamaica in partnership with a local school. 

This program provides capacity building training for 

teachers and funds the delivery of an afterschool program 

for students in Grades 4, 5, and 6 who will be tested to 

transitition into high school. Our inaugural semester 

welcomes 27 Silent Cry students.

2019 saw the launch of two new and exciting 

programs for ANIDA, and the establishment of many 

new partnerships over the course of the year.
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According to Plato, and I quote, 'Education is the turning of the eye of the 
soul from darkness to light'. From this, we can all point out that the Centre 
has transformed our spiritual, emotional and intellectual self from the dark to 
light. We therefore must go out from here and shine to the whole world.

- DORA (WDC 2019 VALEDICTORIAN)

The Women’s Development Centre (WDC) 

joins an international push that recognizes the 

need to close the opportunity and wealth gap 

between men and women. The WDC creates 

an opportunity for sponsors to invest in the life 

of marginalized women. Many of these women 

have sacrificed to help others and are grateful 

for the opportunity to receive non-formal 

education through ANIDA. 

The Centre maintained a staff of ten 

facilitators, four of which are funded in 

partnership through the Non-Formal 

Education Division (NFED) of the Ghanaian 

government.

WOMEN'S 
DEVELOPMENT 
CENTRE

GRADUATION CEREMONY
The WDC celebrated 63 graduates at the 

Graduation Ceremony in November 2019. 

This included 26 graduates from 2018, and 37 

graduates from 2019. Overwhelmingly, the 

majority of graduates were from the School of 

Continuing Education. 
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TURNING DREAMS INTO REALITIES 

MARY
Mary dropped out of primary school as a young girl and never returned to complete her formal 

education.  As a youth, she learned sewing and dressmaking but could not vocationally practice 

because of her inability to read or write the names of her customers.

In February 2019, now approaching the age 40, she came to the WDC to register as a student through 

the suggestion of a friend.  Being placed at the Pre-Beginner level, she worked hard to advance to 

Level 1.  With her improved language skills, she has become a mobile money vendor and can record all 

her transactions.  She can earn income for her household and is committed to her studies at the WDC.

"Now, I can read and write. I say thank you to ANIDA's WDC." - Mary, a former WDC student.

CHARITY
Charity is a single mother with two children. She graduated from WDC's  School of Aesthetics in 

November 2019.  Before enrolling in the WDC program, she had no means of getting a job, much yet 

earning an income for herself. 

Through her determination to be empowered, after only one year at the WDC, she is now on the verge 

of opening a hairdressing shop and will manage her saloon!
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As part of an entrepreneurial skills development program, two students were compensated using 

fair trade best practices. They purchased beads and used their creative skills in assembling bracelets 

to raise money for the program. The beads are sourced locally from a factory that specialises in 

recycling glass bottles. Now they are teaching other students at the WDC the skill of beadmaking. 

By supporting women in their trade activities, we are helping them earn income to care for and 

educate their children.

The aims of Beads2Empower are to:

o Enhance income levels and generate employment for women;

o Enhance skills training around financial literacy and entrepreneurialism for women;

o Support local female artisans and the sustainable craft industry; and

o Develop women’s confidence and decision-making power in their communities.

ANIDA’s Beads2Empower 
program empowers women to utilize their skills, strengths and 
creativity to become confident businesswomen and leaders in their 
communities. The program champions gender equality and aims to 
develop more protected and profitable work opportunities for women in 
Ghana. These beads are made from recycled glass, creating support for 

environmentally conscious business models. 
BEADS2EMPOWER
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ANIDA FOODBANK

Our food banks served households an 
average of 200 times a month, half of which 
have 2-3 children in the family (approx. 1,000 
lives). 

As such, ANIDA has an established place 
in these communities and is in an ideal 
position to help advocate for better 
education and overall well-being for 
these families. At its core, our food banks 
aim to reduce hunger and waste within 
communities and ensure that individuals 
are receiving adequate nutrition to be 
able to grow in other areas of personal 
independence.

We have been long-time partners of North 
York Harvest and The Ottawa Foodbank. We 
recently developed partnerships with COBS 
Bread Bakery to source fresh bread, and 
Black Creek Community Farm to source 
local, fresh and sustainably grown produce.

With a focus on creating deeper learning 
opportunities for students and volunteers, 
we will be working alongside industry 
leaders and connecting with food bank 
stakeholders to improve our services,  
explore program development options 
that emphasize sustainability, and consider 
further food waste reduction opportunities.

“Knowing that I am helping a 
community in need encourages 
me to volunteer. The thing I enjoy 
the most is interacting with the 
recipients” 

- FOOD BANK VOLUNTEER

EMERGENCY RELIEF
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Number of Households Served 2019

393

Number of Individuals

1,079

In 2019, we experienced a sharp increase 
in the number of individuals accessing 
one of our food banks, doubling the 
number of new client registrations from 
the first half of the year in just two months.

ANIDA aims to gain a more holistic 
understanding of service-user needs, in 
order to provide more effective referrals 
and ensure that each individual accessing 
our food banks receives the right support at 
the right time. As such, ANIDA conducted 
23 face-to-face questionnaire interviews 
with individuals this year in an effort to 
assess and begin to improve our services.

North York Harvest provided two volunteer 
representatives who set up a vote pop-up 
station at our food bank where individuals 
had the opportunity to walk through the 
voting process, learn where and when 
to vote, and cast a practice ballot. In 
addition, ANIDA is working with a local 
health care professional to give individuals 
the opportunity to speak with a medical 
practitioner each month.

Number of people in the households

Increase from 2018
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On September 1, 2019, a category 5 storm struck the 

Bahamas. Dubbed ‘Hurricane Dorian’, it was the 

strongest hurricane to ever strike the Bahamas and is 

considered the worst natural disaster in the country’s 

history. Maximum sustained winds clocked in at 185 

mph, the highest wind speeds of an Atlantic hurricane 

ever recorded at landfall. 

Hurricane Dorian struck the Bahamian islands of Abaco 

and Grand Bahama, stalling over the two islands for 

nearly 24 hours. The resulting damage to these islands 

was catastrophic, with structures being flattened or 

swept to sea. More than 76,000 people were affected 

by the storm and at least 60 people were killed. It is 

by far the costliest disaster in the island’s history, with 

an estimated $7 billion USD in property damage. 

The storm caused widespread destruction to homes, 

contaminated the water supply, and left people 

struggling to meet their basic needs for shelter, food 

and water.

ANIDA decided to mobilize around this disaster and 

raise funds for emergency relief efforts in the Bahamas. 

An online GoFundMe page was established and within 

a week, we raised approximately $8,700 towards relief 

efforts. ANIDA partnered with Global Medic, a Canada-

based Emergency Response Program, to bolster their 

efforts in the Bahamas. 

DISASTER RELIEF
Mobilizing Around Hurricane Dorian
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• Provided 5 Alaska Shelters and 2 

Eureka Tents which are being used as 

a clinic for Internally Displaced People, 

sites for vulnerable children to receive 

programming, storage for building 

materials at a school in Freeport, and 

shelters that are housing rescued animals.

• To further support the animal rescue 

programs, GlobalMedic delivered 2,186 kg 

RRT Members

Family Emergency Kits

Emergency Food Kits

To date, their efforts have included:

• More than 50 RRT members were deployed 

throughout this response.

• Six AquaResponse Water Purification 

Systems were brought into the country. 

These systems provide communities with 

a point of source water purification unit 

that purifies water at a rate of 3 gallons per 

minute.

• Distribution of a total of 4,768 Family 

Emergency Kits all containing a water 

purification solution, hygiene items to 

prevent communicable disease, oral 

rehydration salts and a solar light.

• Assembled and distributed 6,658 

Emergency Food Kits (EFKs). Volunteers 

in Canada were mobilized to assemble 

packages of individual ingredients: rice, 

green lentils, red kidney beans, and green 

peas. These packages were combined into 

EFKs that contained a pantry of multiple 

culturally appropriate staple ingredients 

50

4,768

6,658
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ANIDA DAY

In 2019, ANIDA set out to raise awareness 
about the Women's Development Centre. 
Cheerful supporters enjoyed the featured 
Short Docu-Film, by Pras Lingam titled 
"Mrs. Mirekua's Ticket." The film featured 
an alumnus from the WDC who serves as 
a police officer and provides a speeding 
ticket to a woman who is surprisingly also a 
WDC alumnus. The touching film brought 
the audience laughter, tears and beautifully 
highlighted the journey of a gift that keeps 
on giving. 

The #spreadthelight campaign reached 
almost 3000 individuals in 25 cities across 
Canada on ANIDA Day. With each location's 
event being unique, the message brought 
a feeling of connection, empowerment, 
and fulfillment.  A special touch added 
to the day as a successful collaboration 
between Travis Dupri, a Christian Hip Hop 
artist, and All Nations University Choir, a 
choir in Ghana, produced the official theme 
song for the event named "Spread The 
Light." The ANIDA Day initiative successfully 
connected communities around the world, 
providing women and children with access 
to education.

“As much as the ANIDA children receive from this program, my students 

receive in understanding their role as global citizens. Action empowers 

these young people and who knows where that may lead!“ 

 - TEACHER FROM POPCORN AGAINST POVERTY

PROJECT NOAH
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POPCORN AGAINST POVERTY
For the third year in a row, a motivated group of grade 6 students from an elementary school in London, 
Ontario, came together to raise funds by selling bags of popcorn at their school. The children designed 
awareness posters, prepared announcements, sold popcorn at recess and finally presented the success 
story to the whole school. 

The students succeeded in selling 1,500 bags of popcorn and raising 980 dollars. The funds raised are used 
to provide a child in Jamaica, and a child in Ghana, with an education for the year. This year a group of 
ANIDA employees travelled to London to meet the students and teachers, thank them for their efforts, 
explain how they came to be working for ANIDA and share more about the various initiatives ANIDA 
supports in Ghana, Jamaica and in Canada.

P A R T N E R S H I P S
ANIDA is committed to increasing our impact and reach by working with 

like-minded organizations on achieving shared objectives. Here are some 

of the organizations and institutions that we worked in partnership with 

over the course of 2019:

o Tiny Tots (Jamaica)

o The Book Merchants Limited (Jamaica)

o Cycolyte (Ghana)

o COBS Bread Bakery (Canada)

o Black Creek Community Farm (Canada)

o North York Harvest (Canada)

o The Ottawa Foodbank (Canada)

o Lamberton Public School (Canada)

o Jack Chambers Public School (Canada)

o Ascot Primary School (Jamaica)

o All Nations University College (Ghana)

o York University (Canada)

o LJS & Associates (Canada)

o Global Medic (Canada)

o Ontario Non-Profit Network (Canada)

o Ministry of Education Non-Formal Education Division (Ghana)

o National Family Planning Board (Jamaica)

o National Commission on Civic Education (Ghana)

o Department of Gender (Ghana)
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As a registered Canadian charity, ANIDA is fully committed to financial transparency and 
accountability. In 2019, 79.9 percent of total donations directly contributed to the major programs, 
and 19.8 percent to program support.

REVENUE SOURCES EXPENDITURES

PROGRAM EXPENDITURES

Where we receive support How your support is spent

What your giving supports

Total Revenue Total Expenditures$662,344 $777,431

32.8%

1.3% 0.3%

65.6%

19.8%
0.3%

79.9%

9.7%
4.7%

35.6%

49.9%

Government and 
Other Grants

Investments 
and Other 
Income

Institutional
Donations

Project NOAH

Emergency 
Relief

Silent Cry

Women’s 
Development

Centre

Program Support
Fundraising

Programs

Program Support 
Operating

FINANCIAL 
ACCOUNTABILITY

ANIDA believes that integrity is one of 
the most substantial values for creating 
opportunities. Lasting change is woven 
with the threads of integrity. Thank you 
to all supporting individuals, institu-
tions and communities for investing in 
the work that we do.

Donations and 
Sponsorships
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SUMMARIZE STATEMENT OF 
REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES*

*This is a summary of the audited financial statements. Please refer to our website at www.anida.org for our 
complete set of audited financial statements, inclusive of notes. 

Year ended December 31, 2019




